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THE SLAUGHTERERS REVELATIONS THE SLAUGHTERERS REVELATIONS THE SLAUGHTERERS REVELATIONS THE SLAUGHTERERS REVELATIONS !  !  !  !      

⇒ “Shaikh! I want to tell you something. Everything is not alright here. We have grievances. They do not want to 

listen to us. When we tell any Moulana, they say they will do something, but we do not hear from them again. 

The management is kuffaar. They don’t understand.”  

⇒ “The line speed is too fast. We can’t cut so many in an hour...It is difficult. The pressure on the mind is too 

much.”  

⇒ “It is difficult to recite Bismillah for every chicken, so at Fajr time I make my intention.”                                                                                                                              

⇒ “If I need to cough or my intention is diverted, I recite ‘Bismillah’ in my heart.”  

⇒ “It is not possible to read upon every chicken Bismillah.” 
 

THE MUSLIM SUPERVISOR’S THE MUSLIM SUPERVISOR’S THE MUSLIM SUPERVISOR’S THE MUSLIM SUPERVISOR’S ADMISSIONADMISSIONADMISSIONADMISSIONS S S S !!!!    
    

⇒ “...Because Moulana Navlakhi (Sanha’s chief theological Director) phoned me from Sanha, he phoned me to-

night and he says HOW DID I ACTUALLY ALLOW YOU INSIDE” 

⇒ “Now the thing is, they [SANHA] not happy, you see..” 

⇒ “You see what happens now, I get also pareshan (troubled) now…” 
 

READ FURTHER EXCERPTS OF THE REPORTS ON PAGE 2READ FURTHER EXCERPTS OF THE REPORTS ON PAGE 2READ FURTHER EXCERPTS OF THE REPORTS ON PAGE 2READ FURTHER EXCERPTS OF THE REPORTS ON PAGE 2    

WHY THIS EXPOSURE!!!WHY THIS EXPOSURE!!!WHY THIS EXPOSURE!!!WHY THIS EXPOSURE!!!    
    

On the 4th May 2009, a SANHA spokesman, vainly 

sought to deny the unannounced visit made by 

Ulama to INSPECT the Early Bird Poultry Plant by  

claiming the following on Sanha’s Radio Islam: 
 

“According to the slaughterers they haven’t spoken 

to, to anyone there, err, err, err, so that’s a TOTAL LIE 

— that they spoke to, spoke to slaughterers.” 

 

“So, I don’t know, I don’t know where all these things 

are coming from?” 

“But according to the slaughterers and according to 

the Supervisor and that,  
 

THEY WEREN’T EVEN ALLOWED IN THE PLANT.”    
    

This brazen lie of Sanha cannot go unchallenged!This brazen lie of Sanha cannot go unchallenged!This brazen lie of Sanha cannot go unchallenged!This brazen lie of Sanha cannot go unchallenged!    
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The Unannounced Visit  
 

On Thursday, 5th Rabi’ul Aakhir 1430 / 2nd April 

2009 a visit to the Olifantsfontein Chicken Slaugh-

tering Plant of Early Bird situated in Clayville was 

arranged by Moulana Haroon Ebrahim Saheb and 

Hafiz Anwar Sujee Saheb.  
 

We reached the plant at about 1.00pm and checked 

in at the security gate/reception. Meanwhile Hafiz 

Saheb contacted the Early Bird Supervisor, Rahmat 

Khan as we were not allowed permission into the 

premise without official escort. Rahmat Khan was 

unavailable and arrangements were made for some-

one else to receive us. At about 1.40pm a person 

who we will call ‘Slaughterer A’, met us at the se-

curity gate. This brother is from Tembisa, the 

sprawling settlement outside Johannesburg. Hafiz 

Anwar Saheb was requested by the security at the 

gate to fill in the entrance register. Before enter-

ing the slaughtering Plant, all four of us were 

made to complete a small questionnaire in which 

our personal details were filled in.  
 

We mentioned to Slaughterer A that we wanted to 

read our Zuhr Salaat. On our way to the Jamaat 

Khana situated inside the Plant, Moulana Haroon 

Saheb engaged Slaughterer A in conversation. 

Slaughterer A’s arrival was a blessing in disguise, 

as we came to learn thereafter. 
 

1. The first slaughterer I spoke to said that he tries 

his best to read the Tasmiyah. He acknowledged 

that he does not read Bismillah over every bird. 

When asked about the pre-Christmas period he said 

that during that period they slaughter between 40-

45 chicks per minute. This slaughterer had a shift 

coming up from 2.00pm-3.00pm. He was extremely 

tired. His eyes looked blurry and he looked in des-

perate need of sleep.  
 

 

2. Then there were the two whom we can call ‘head 

slaughterers’ who do supervising work as well. 

They spoke to us in private about their grievances. 

They said that everything is not alright. They asked  

us to help them because their conscience was 

weighing heavy on them.  

They said that they were answerable on the Day of 

Judgement. They said that other Moulanas would 

come, not to be seen again. I asked what their prob-

lem was. They said that the line speed was too 

fast. They complained about the management being 

kuffaar who do not understand. They said that when 

they brought their complaints to the chief supervi-

sor, Rahmat Khan, or to the SANHA supervisor, 

they did not hear anything again or they would be 

told that it has been brought to the management’s 

attention. They agreed it was not possible to read 

the Tasmiyah every time they slaughter.  

We gauged from what they had to say that the man-

agement considers their protests of the line speed to 

be a demand for increased salary. In other words, 

the management does not understand the difficulty 

and the importance of slaughtering every chick with 

the Tasmiyah. They are under the impression that 

the slaughterers just want more money.  

According to them, Rahmat, the Early Bird supervi-

sor, was a different man the next day. They had 

never seen him like that before. They said that he 

spoke to the other slaughterers who were then all 

scared of losing their jobs.  

 

3. Another slaughterer I spoke to said that he has 

been working for 2 years at the plant. He says that 

he simply reads Bismillah, Bismillah, Bismillah. In  

other words, he does not read the entire Tasmiyah  

of Bismillahi Allahu Akbar. He also acknowledged 

his incapability of reciting over every bird the Tas-

miyah. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments  
 

1. The truth of the matter is that the slaughterers do 

NOT recite Tasmiyah on every bird. They are too 

fatigued. In fact, it appears that they have become 

accustomed not to recite Tasmiyah for every bird 

they slaughter..   
 

Practically it is impossible for them to recite the 

Tasmiyah over every bird. There are 3 slaughterers 

in each line. The birds are coming at a rate of ap-

proximately 40 birds or more per minute per 

slaughterer. The slaughterer has to count two birds 

and slaughter the third. As soon as the third bird 

appears in front of him he slaughters it. There is no 

pause for the Tasmiyah and then the slaughter. This 

means that if he recites the Tasmiyah he has to start 

it immediately after slaughtering the previous one. 

But this is not possible either as he has to count 

one, two and slaughter the third. And the speed of 

the birds coming in is tremendous. It is non-stop. 

The slaughterers do not have a second’s rest in be-

tween.  
 

Yet, I saw one slaughterer move out of the line to 

wash his visor/goggle and sharpen his knife. He 

took approximately 15-25 seconds to do this. 

Now during this period what happened to the 10
-16 chickens which he had to slaughter? He was 

the last in the line and hence it cannot be averred 

that the other slaughterers slaughtered his share as 

well.  

 
2. We saw many chicks with just a nip in their 

necks. Not a single vein was cut. More will be dis-

closed on this later, Insha Allah. 
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All praise unto Allah Ta’aala for blessing Insaan 

with Aql. Aql is that Ni’mat which differentiates 

mankind from the animal kingdom. Man has been 

blessed with the ability to THINK and REFLECT. 

Upon Insaan sincerely applying his Aql and dedi-

catedly striving towards the Truth, has Allah 

Ta’aala  promised His Divine Aid to guide him.  

Aql is a torch. Knowledge is the battery which 

powers the torch. Aql is useless without knowl-

edge and resembles a piece of old cabbage 

stored in the head. Allah Ta’aala laments the 

state of the Kuffaar “This is because they are a 

people who do not have Aql” (C. 59 V. 14) 
 

This world is an abode of tests and trials. 

Through applying the Aql, does one pass the test 

of basic Tauheed. However, after Tauheed, In-

saan is not left alone. Says Allah: “What! Are 

people under the impression that they say, ‘We 

have believed’ and they will not be tested?” 
 

Yes, tested we are indeed. Through tests are the 

Munaafiqeen sifted and sieved from the true 

Mu’mineen. Tests are stairways which lead to 

Ma’rifat  -  the purpose of Insaan’s existence.  

But Allah is Raheem and Kareem. He is Ghaffaar  

and Rahmaan. He is Wadood and Naseer. When 

Allah tests, He makes prior arrangements for His 

sincere servants to recognize the answers which 

please Him. All that one now requires is to pluck 

up a little courage and apply his Aql to the facts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

And the facts are as follows:   

The public is restless at the seemingly unending 

argumentation and wrangling over various issues 

amongst the Ummah and the Ulama. If it is not 

Sanha, then it is Sahuc. If it is not Sahuc, then it 

is the MPL Bill or the MMA Bill. If it is not the 

MMA Bill, it is Radio Islam. Through this land-

mine of confusion and bewilderment must the 

innocent Muslim tiptoe carefully lest he blows 

away his Imaan and his Aakhirah.  

Even sincere Ulama and Saaliheen find them-

selves puzzled at attempting to simply understand 

and comprehend what really is going on in the 

Ummah. The Sanha chicken controversy is one 

such issue.   
 

In the following pages, a report is presented by a 

respectable group of Ulama who were blessed by 

Allah, the All-Knowing, to inspect the Olifants-

fontein Early Bird Chicken plant.  
 

It is perhaps the first time ever that an independ-

ent group of Ulama had unexpectedly managed 

to enter a chicken slaughtering facility without 

any official of Sanha looking over their shoulder. 

It is perhaps the first time ever, especially since 

the controversy erupted, that Ulama were able to 

freely speak and interview slaughterers without 

any Sanha presence.  

The Ulama who inspected the plant are men of  

piety, knowledge, truthfulness and sincerity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two are Bukhari Sharief Ustaads as well as  

Muftis teaching at the De Deur Madrassah.  
 

Until now, you may have had some doubt. Are 

the chickens Halaal or Haraam or just doubtful? 

So many reports, so many interviews, so many 

opinions, so many views! As we said, even the 

pious and sincere were caught in a dilemma.  
 

We have only published some sections of the  

report issued by the Ulama who visited the Plant.   

The detailed reports, which confirm our claim 

that Sanha chickens are Haraam, may be re-

quested by mail.  
 

After reading the report, there will be Insha-

Allah, no doubts left in the minds of those who 

seek the Truth and have some Khauf of Allah 

Ta’aala and Accountability in the Aakhirah.  

Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam spent 

months on end in solitude where he searched for 

the Truth. In return, Allah Ta’aala guided him: 

“Did He not find you uninformed, and show you 

the way” (Surah Duha).   

Until the cows come home, can the Sanha spin-

machine publicly claim that the plant was NOT 

visited by the Ulama? 
 

The Truth, and nothing but the Truth, is, with the 

Fadl of Allah, in your hands now. Guidance is 

linked to Ikhlaas. May Allah Ta’aala guide us 

all. Was-Salaam. 
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Statistics  — Theirs 
 

Whilst waiting for our escort at the entrance we 

made some calculations of the number of chickens 

slaughtered at the plant, and by each slaughterer, 

according to the statistics given to Hafiz Anwar by 

the Plant Management during his visit a fortnight 

ago. 200 000 chicks are slaughtered daily at the 

plant during two shifts; day shift and night shift. 

Total hours of slaughtering are 18. Thus 11 111 

chicks are slaughtered per hour approximately.  
 

There are 6 slaughterers per 1 hour shift. Thus each 

slaughterer slaughters 1851 chicks per hour. And in 

a minute, each slaughterer passes his knife over 30 

chicks and a half. This means that a slaughterer has 

less than two seconds to recite Bismillahi Allahu 

Akbar. In one hour he has to recite the Tasmiyah 

1851 times and in his 5 hour work shift he recites or 

should recite the Tasmiyah 9455 times! Allahu Ak-

bar! 

 

OUR STATISTICS 
 

These calculations are in fact less than what our 

investigation concluded as the figures given were 

not correspondent to our count once at the killing 

section. We witnessed and concluded an average of 

40 to 45 birds per minute per slaughterer. The 

calculations thus are astronomical. This averages 

almost a Tasmiyah a second which is impossible. 

It means the Tasmiyah and the slaughter are taking 

place at one and the same time. It means that before 

the completion of a Tasmiyah, the chicken has al-

ready been slaughtered in cases. Subhaanallah! 

And, in fact the recitation of 2400 Tasmiyahs an 

hour and 12 000 in 5 hours of slaughtering is 

practically impossible for the slaughterers. This 

they have testified to. Some said that they read in 

the heart; some say they try their best; some ac-

knowledged they can’t; whilst others just shook 

their heads in defeat and fatigue. 
 

The Freight and Fright of the Chicks  
 

Following Brother Slaughterer A we passed by the 

trucks carrying the imprisoned chicks. In the crates 

the chicks were crammed up. There was only space 

to stand. The hours-long journey to the killing plant 

and the hours-long wait made the chicks exception-

ally weary. For how many hours have they been 

starved and deprived of water; makes one imagine 

the gross cruelty to these speechless creatures of 

Allah Ta'ala. We were told that each truck carried 

9000 chicks. 
 

One chick had fallen off a truck. It was in no physi-

cal condition to run. It stood for a while. Its abnor-

mal physical build did not allow it to walk even a 

few paces. It just stood or sat by the wheel of the 

truck. No one cared for it. Would it have escaped 

the truck’s tyre once the trucker moved his truck to 

the platform? Allah Alone knows the degree of 

blood-chilling cruelty these chickens were and are 

suffering. Like flakes of snow the feathers of the 

chickens were falling from the trucks leaving a film 

of white on the tarmac. Their short life on earth was 

near to expiry.  
 

Unexpected Exposure of the Haraam Slaughter-

ing 
 

We also had to fill in a form replying to questions 

on personal health. Whilst we were waiting, 

Slaughterer A introduced another Black Muslim 

brother who we will refer to as “Slaughterer B”—a 

veteran at the plant. He has been working at the 

plant for 20 years since the age of 18. He spoke of 

Moulana Kattani and Jamaat Work. He was aware 

of the Ijtima in Roshnee during the April holidays. 

He seemed a very friendly character.  
 

“Shaikh! I want to tell you something. Everything 

is not alright here. We have grievances. They do 

not want to listen to us. When we tell any Mou-

lana, they say they will do something, but we do 

not hear from them again. The management is 

kuffaar. They don’t understand.” 
 

I asked him what their grievances were. He replied: 

“The line speed is too fast. We can’t cut so many 

an hour. We need an extra slaughterer per line. 

It is difficult. The pressure on the mind is too 

much.” He thereafter related his guilty conscience 

and of being questioned on Judgement Day by Al-

lah Subhaanahu wa Ta’ala. He is aware that Mus-

lims are consuming Early Bird Chickens on the 

strength of their slaughtering and he felt guilty of 

betraying the Ummah for their helplessness to cope 

with the line speed. He said that they brought it to 

the management’s notice without success.  
 

We asked them what happens when they go on 

strike. They replied that inexperienced slaughterers 

are recruited from Tembisa Mosque. Then about 6 

are stationed per line and the slaughtering is hap-

hazard.  
 

We asked him how often the SANHA-inspector 

came. They said that he hasn’t been there since 

the starting of the year. (Not pep-talks, but seri-

ous  personal INSPECTIONS to ensure chickens 
being slaughtered in a Halaal manner.)  
 

 

The Temperature Control Room 
 

From there (the changing room) we went with 

Slaughterer A to the starting point. The chickens 

are taken out of the crates and shackled upside 

down. We were taken into the control room which 

has a counter of the chickens slaughtered, the tem-

perature and voltage of the tanks. The scalding wa-

ter meter read 52 centigrade and the stunner was 

just above 60 volts.  
 

The So-Called ‘Halaal’ Section  
 

Now we were taken into the slaughtering section. 

Birds on conveyor belts shackled upside down were 

coming non-stop. Above, wherever one’s gaze fell, 

there was the bizarre scene of trapped chickens with 

feet upright hovering around. On the conveyor belt 

birds were flapping their wings. Most however 

were silent, but their eyeballs were popping out in 

horror.  
 

A horrific journey of a minute or two brought them 

to the stun cabinet. Here their whole heads and 

necks were submerged in electrified water and at 

the same time water was being sprayed at them 

once they were in the cabinet. Many birds coming 

out of the cabinet flapped their wings frantically. 

The necks and heads of the birds were immobile. 

Their eyes were open. The heads just fell down 

once released.  

 

The Dismal Haraam Slaughtering 
 

The next observation was the most important; the 

actual slaughtering. Only 3 slaughterers operated 

each line. Line no. 2 was extremely hot, humid and 

steaming from the steam coming from the stun 

cabinet and the scalding tank not far away. In fact, I 

thought I may become dizzy at first. But I held my-

self together, Al-Hamdulillah.  
 

I looked on in amazement at the slaughterers and 

the conditions of their slaughtering. The slaughter-

ers were wearing their gear and masks. It is not 

possible to see their lips and thus no lip move-
ments can be seen. Their jaws did not even move. 

In fact, they looked like beaten horses going 

through their motions, mechanically and monoto-

nously. The sounds of the conveyor belt and other 

machines made the noise deafening. The slaughter-

ers wear ear muffs. To hear another person at this 

site one will have to yell in his ear.  
 

Three slaughterers were lined up in each two sec-

tions. The birds came relentlessly. The slaughterers 

held the birds’ necks with their left hands and slit 

their necks. The slaughtering was done very lightly. 

In fact so lightly, that my colleagues and I saw 

plenty of chicks with only nips in the necks. We 

captured on camera a chick with not even a sin-

gle vein cut. Only its skin was cut. And there 

were many like that.  
 

This was the final shift of the day, i.e. 2.00pm—

3.00pm for this team. They looked fatigued. The 

only motion was in their hands. Their heads were 

motionless; drooped and just staring at the chicks 

passing them. One slaughterer in line two just then 

jumped out of the line and went to wash his gog-

gles/mask and knife. He came back, sharpened his 

knife and continued. This was for approximately 15

-25 seconds. Now during this period what happened 

to the chicks that were left for him to slaughter? 

Each slaughterer slaughters one and leaves two. So 

it follows that during this period about 10-16 chicks 

went by without being slaughtered. I saw plenty of 

chickens with just nips in their necks. The slaugh-

terers themselves looked half-dead. In our obser-

vation we cannot vouch for a single Tasmiyah 

having been read over any chicken.  
 

The Line Speed 
 

Moulana Haroon Saheb took a count of the line-

speed. His count was 120 birds per minute. Slaugh-

terer A disagreed. He took his count. The count is 

made by placing a hand over the conveyor belt and 

counting each shackle joint. Slaughterer A’s count 

was 134. In Moulana Haroon’s count the average 

number of chickens slaughtered by a single 

slaughterer is 40 per minute. In Slaughterer A’s 
count it is 44.6. It is humanly impossible to sustain 

the Tasmiyah for a whole hour and then repeat it 5 

times a day over approximately 12 000 chickens.  

 

Three Feet in One Shackle 
 

Something else I noticed in the conveyor belt 

upside down shackling was that there were three 
feet sometimes on one shackle. At first I thought 

that it was deformed chicks born with three feet. 

Upon closer observation I found that the third foot 

was unattached to the leg of the shackled chick. It 

slipped my mind to enquire about this.  
 

The Scalding Tank  
 

The next step of the slaughtering I observed was the 

scalder; the scalding hot water into which the chick-

ens are submerged, with their intestines, feathers, 

cut and bleeding throats for 7 minutes according to 

Slaughterer A. However, Rahmat the Early Bird 

Supervisor disputed this. He contended that leaving 

the birds in such hot water for 7 minutes will leave 

the meat ‘black’. His assertion was that they were 

in the scalding tank for 4 minutes.  

The water in the scalder was absolutely filthy. 

Moulana Haroon Saheb asked me to keep a ther-

mometer in the tank. I kept it and he did the timing. 

When the bubbles rose it burnt my fingers, but I 

held on. The water was definitely not less than 52 

degrees.  

 

Next we saw the de-feathering process and then the 

plucking off of the heads. The next day Moulana 

Haroon Saheb said that after 24 hrs the thermome-

ter was still stinking.    

Continued on Page 4Continued on Page 4Continued on Page 4Continued on Page 4    
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Removal of Pink Chicks from the Line 
 

Then, still on the conveyor belt the chickens went 

pass two workers looking for ‘pink chickens’, i.e. 

chicks that turn pink due to being un-slaughtered. 

During our ten minute period around that area the 

two workers did not remove a single chicken from 

the line. Their feeling of the necks for un-

slaughtered pink chickens was also at random and 

they were not looking highly alert.  

 

Ammonia Burnt Feet 
 

The next process was the amputation of the feet. The 

feet were cut off and put on another conveyor belt. 

We saw almost all the feet with various degrees of 

ammonia burns. Later we saw the feet being packed 

into packets.  
 

The Packaging Department 
 

We then went to the packaging department. Here 

some chickens are cut up and packed in trays. Oth-

ers are packed whole. We entered from the back; 

hence we saw the packaging first. Prior to this, the 

intestines are removed in three separate processes; 

slitting, slicing and removal.  

We also saw two lines coming into this department. 

Here the chicks were injected with a spice known 

as ‘brine’ for taste. The Muslim slaughterers were 

suspicious about the contents of this ‘brine’. Mou-

lana Haroon Saheb took a picture of the brine bag 

label and ingredients.  

Also whilst we were here Slaughterer B turned up 

and handed over to us the paper which he told us 

earlier contains some reports of malpractices in 

slaughtering. It turned out to be a pamphlet by the 

Independent Group of Concerned Muslims report-

ing on their interview of Hammarsdale, Natal Rain-

bow Plant slaughterers, dated 6th Shawwaal 1429 / 

6th October 2008.  
 

Enter Rahmat 

Finally, we met Rahmat after observing the whole 

process at Early Bird Chicken Plant. After almost 

2 hours of observation Rahmat the Early Bird 

Supervisor appeared on the scene smiling and 

greeting us. At that time we were observing or 

studying the packaging and label of the brine manu-

factured by Crown National. He gave us an analysis 

of the brine composition prepared by Crown Food 

Ingredients Division. Thereafter we spent the next 

half an hour or so in conversation with Rahmat. 
 

In brief, here are the aspects we discussed with him 

and some remarks. 
 

⇒ Can the slaughterers cope with the Tasmi-

yah? “We motivate them all the time. We tell 

them, ‘You are answerable to Allah Ta'ala.’ 

Moulana Hashim Wadia, the SANHA in-

spector makes it a point to visit during the 

slaughterers’ lunch break between 11.00am 

and 12.00pm. He gathers all of them.” [He 

spends much more time giving talks instead 

of inspecting the slaughtering of the chick-

ens.] 

Despite these “pep talks”. the slaughterers are 

unanimous that they find it difficult to cope. 
 

⇒ Rahmat was asked by Moulana Haroon 

Saheb whether he would purchase these 

chickens from the chain-stores. He replied, 

“No,” and he stated the reason to be that he 

sees contamination at the fridges with chick-

ens packed alongside pork products.  
 

⇒ Another point peddled by Rahmat Khan 

was that all his slaughterers have at least 

10 years of slaughtering experience at the 

plant.  

 

 Yet just after our conversation with him I asked 

one slaughterer how long has he been slaugh-

tering at Early Bird and he replied: “2 years.” 

 

⇒ He was asked about the franchise outlets, 

KFC, etc. He replied that the SANHA in-

spector, stated to him that there is no supervi-

sion of the ingredients used in the products of 

these outlets. In order to protect their recipes 

these franchise houses do not allow SANHA 

to see the marinating process etc. They cer-

tify these franchises; yet they cannot vouch 

for the food being Halaal. 

 

⇒ Rahmat mentioned that the truck drivers are 

not Muslim and that the packed chickens are 

distributed from the Plant. He also mentioned 

that there is a storage facility in the Cape. He 

is not aware of the conditions there and 

whether there is any Muslim supervision.  
 

Another Slaughterer’s Words 
 

After our conversation with Rahmat Khan we left to 

read our Asr Salaat at the Jamaat Khana. There, I 

spoke to another slaughterer. He said that he just 

recites Bismillah, Bismillah, Bismillah. In other 

words he does not recite the full, “Bismillahi Allahu 

Akbar.”  
 

Can This Be Humane?  
 

As we left I saw a lone bird on the platform. Work 

for the day had come to an end. It was almost 

5.00pm. The chicken on the platform stared in dis-

may. There was no food, no water, no grass, no 

sand and no friend for it.  
 

The happy chicken emblem of Early Bird certified 
by MJC and approved by SANHA is indeed a far cry 

from the terrified, forlorn and battered broiler chick-

ens sent to the slaughtering and torturing gallows at 

the plant. Walaa Howla wa Laa Quwwata Illa Bil-

laahil Aliyyil Atheem.  
 

 Panel of Inspectors: 
1. Mufti Shuayb Ravat    

2. Mufti Sadaqat Khan      

3. Moulana Haroon Ebrahim     

4. Hafiz Anwar Sujee  

S ANHA’S lies and deceitful behavior on  their 

favourite Radio Islam station, where they point 

blankly refuted any inspection ever having taken 

place, must necessarily destroy their credibility.    

Sanha’s brazen denial that none of the slaughter-

ers at Early Bird or the Inspector ever spoke to 

the Ulama who went there is indeed laughable.  

Sanha’s claim that the Ulama were not even al-

lowed entry into Early Bird, is an eye-opener to 

all Muslims who, despite being sinful, place great  

value on the TRUTH.    

Sanha’s total denial is nothing other than a decla-

ration of guilt. In the absence of any rational an-

swers, it took the bait of Shaytaan by resorting to 

LIES!  

Obfuscation appears to be their inherent trait! 

Be that as it may, SANHA are welcome to take 

the matter to court if they are convinced that we 

are giving false testimony and making unsubstan-

tiated claims. SANHA, fear Allah Ta`ala and de-

sist from your propaganda! 

 Sanha shamelessly feeds the innocent Um-

mah Haraam carrion. They suck fees from hard 

working, trusting traders whilst their supervisor 

was absent for two whole hours during which 

thousands of chickens were slaughtered!  

We have provided sufficient evidence to the pub-

lic and have much more in our armoury to sub-

stantiate and prove our unannounced visit to 

Early Bird. Sanha, we do not fear you, nor your 

propaganda! Allah is sufficient for us. 

And upon us is only 

to deliver the  

Message...! 
 

Within the Sanha conglomerate, there are three 

categories of persons:  
 

1) The sincere Ulama who are genuinely con-

cerned about protecting the public from Haraam 

and expending much time and effort in this direc-

tion. With this report they have now no choice 

but to accept that the chickens are Haraam and 

demand accountability. The alternative is Allah 

Ta’aala’s Athaab which, we submit respectfully, 

they are undoubtedly aware of. 

Until now, the identity of the slaughterers, affida-

vits etc. have not been made public by those who 

blew the whistle on Sanha, hence an element of 

doubt may have existed, especially after so-called 

“inspection” by some Ulama.  

However, the identities of the Ulama who have 

personally heard the testimony of the slaughterers 

of non-recital of Tasmiyah upon every chicken, is 

now very, very public. 

The testimony of these Ulama is akin to the testi-

mony of a  person who sights the moon and upon 

whose evidence Ramadaan commences and all 

eating etc. becomes Haraam. These Ulama after 

personally seeing, hearing and individually inter-

viewing the slaughterers, and fearing Allah, Most 

High, hereby categorically give a Fatwa: 
 

“Sanha approved chickens are absolutely 

Haraam!”.   

2) The traders, butcheries and retailers etc. By 

continuing to pay the Halaal  “tax” for something 

which is patently Haraam is nothing but to ex-

change one’s Aakhirah for the temporary Dunya. 

We advise you not to allow yourself to be black-

mailed by Sanha for services which have been 

proven in this report not to be forthcoming. Allah 

is your Raaziq, not Sanha. 

3) The corrupt elements within Sanha who have 

been deceived by their nafs. Thus they are in de-

nial of the Truth. May Allah have Rahm upon 

them, otherwise there is a fear of our beloved 

Muslim brothers losing their Imaan. Their intelli-

gence has been blunted by lust for wealth and 

power. Thus, they resort to desperate measures. 

Perhaps one had recently noticed Sanha posters 

claiming to re-affirm that all chickens are abso-

lutely Halaal and that all pamphlets etc. should be 

ignored. This was done by Sanha since they were 

aware that independent Ulama had succeeded in 

gaining access to one of their approved plants and 

that the truth was about to be made public.  

Sanha vainly sought to pre-empt the damning evi-

dence contained in this report and attempted to 

poison the minds of the public. This is an oft re-

peated trick of Sanha:  

The KZN Jamiat is publicly accused by Sanha of 

perhaps having ulterior motives for pulling out of 

Sanha years ago, The Majlis of being extremists, 

the IGCM (who had come to similar conclusions 

after interviewing slaughterers in Durban) of be-

ing proxi-tutes, The Jamiat-ul-Ulama Gauteng of 

being crazy. Even Mufti Ilyaas, whom Sanha had 

invited to inspect the plant, is not spared. Various 

non-Muslim interest groups which highlight the 

brutality within the chicken industry on the inter-

net are accused of having personal interests!  

Yet, none of the Muslim bodies besides Sanha has 

personal monetary interests! 

In the past, whenever confronted, Sanha resorted 

to character assassination, rubbishing claims and 

indulging in spin etc.  

WE WILL NOT BE SURPRISED IF SANHA 

CLAIMS THAT OUR INSPECTION WAS OR-

GANIZED BY THE MAJLIS.  

OUR INSPECTION WAS AN INDEPEND-

ENTLY INSPIRED ONE. 

ALLAH IS OUR WITNESS!  
 

   And upon us is only to deliver the Message!  
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An SMS, circulated on the 26/03/009, stated: 

“Workshop for Ulama on Muslim Marriages act 

(MPL) on Wed 1 April ’09 @ Jamiat Offices 

Fordsburg 9. am – 12 pm. Please attend A.A. 

Jeena (Ameer).”  

 

   1) We call upon Allah, Most High to bear Wit-

ness that the above invitation to the GENERAL 

ULAMA FRATERNITY was accepted in good 

faith by our organization. 

 

2) We expected a huge crowd. After all, the 

Fordsburg Jamiat claims to represent close to 

eight hundred Ulama in the seven provinces which 

they operate in. However, we were disappointed 

to find:  

�  Less then 10 % (only sixty Ulama) at the 

meeting.  

�   90% of Ulama, especially Seniors and Muftis 

from various Darul-Ulooms were absent. 

�   Scores of Ulama aligned to Waterval Islamic 

Institution (Mia’s Farm), which operate more 

than a hundred Makaatib were also not in 

attendance.  

The absence of the cream of Ulama is clearly in-

dicative of their opposition to the MPL Bill.  

 

3) After an hour of unexplained delay, the speaker 

highlighted in favourable terms the history of the 

Bill. He thereafter unilaterally set out the agenda.  

�      No suggestions were requested, nor was 

any Mashwara resorted to from Ulama of other 

persuasions and views as to how the workshop 

could be conducted in an efficient productive 

manner whilst taking the limited time available 

into consideration. (An hour had already been 

lost due to the late start)  

�      To the contrary, the participants were in 

formed that the next hour would be spent to ex-

plain the “BENEFITS OF THE MPL BILL” by 

UUCSA’s spokesman! After this, a recess of 

fifteen minutes and a question & answer session 

for half an hour would be conducted. 

�      The audience was repeatedly reminded that 

the meeting was “strictly going to be restricted to 

these OBJECTIVES” and nothing more!  

4) In short, the Fordsburg Jamiat, under the dis-

guise of a “workshop”, unilaterally wished to im-

pose upon all the participants its MPL agenda 

which consisted of: 

�      The explanation of the benefits of the Bill, 

which contains more then TWO HUNDRED 

AND TEN laws, regulations, clauses, definitions, 

and amendments etc.  
 

In just an hour, Ulama were, in the light of the 

Shariah, expected to read, discuss, analyse and 

debate the entire Proposed Draft Bill which was 

distributed to them at the meeting!  

This preposterous impractical, and downright 

ridiculous suggestion simply made no sense.  

�      Disputes, queries and questions would be 

strictly limited to 30 minutes.  
 

Without any malicious intent we say: The Fords-

burg Jamiat needs some serious soul-searching if 

they feel that they could impose upon sixty par-

ticipants a strict limit of thirty minutes for ques-

tions. Thus, bearing in mind the huge implica-

tions and the seriousness of the Bill, a repeated 

attempt was made by us to bring to the notice of 

the speaker the unreasonableness, impracticalities 

and outrageous process of the above agenda for 

the work 

shop.  
 

The speaker simply was not prepared to listen for 

fifteen seconds! He simply snubbed and stomped  

 

 

 

 

our sincere attempts to reason, seeking to dictate  

the proceedings.  
 

The Stance of the Jamiatul-Ulama Gauteng 

 

The Jamiatul Ulama Gauteng refused to betray 

the Ummah by being participants of such a farci-

cal “workshop”!  

In view of the futility and the high handed man-

ner in which the meeting was unilaterally con-

ducted we chose to leave without causing any 

commotion or disruptions and decided to hon-

ourably withdraw from participation after a pres-

ence of about 30 minutes.  
 

It clearly was not the intention of the organizers 

of the show to have any meaningful discussion. 

This was not a “workshop” but a public relations 

exercise for Government consumption. 
 

Lastly, all Muslims, including the proponents of 

the Bill will be somewhat surprised to know that 

the Jamiat and UUCSA INSTRUCTED partici-

pants not to record proceedings without their 

prior permission! One must loudly wonder why?  

This report was submitted to the Minister of Jus-

tice and Constitutional Affairs. 

 

LAWS OF ALLAH THEY SEEK TO CHANGE IN THE NAME OF ISLAM!  
That the Bill is not going to be imposed on Muslims (at least for now) is irrelevant. The issue is that this Unislamic Bill is drafted in the name of Islam! 

Alhamdulillah, several Ulama and Imaams have re-appraised their views after discussing the MMA Bill with us.  

It is vitally important for all the Ulama and Imaams to thoroughly study the differences between The Shariah and the MMA Bill.   
 

 
 

  

The Muslim Marriages Act Bill: A man-made 

“New Shariah”!     

 

Allah’s Deen; Islam’s Way: 

 The fourteen centuries old Shariah! 

NIKAAH  Nikaah must be registered otherwise it is not valid   

  

No need to register anyone’s Nikaah in Allah’s Law. 

Nikaah is valid without registration  

OFFSPRING Off spring are illegitimate and cannot inherit if Nikaah 

was not registered 

Offspring are legitimate and can inherit if Nikaah was 

not registered 

WITNESSES Witnesses must be verified       No need for witnesses to be verified in Allah’s Law 

POLYGAMY Only valid under certain conditions                                No pre-conditions in Allah’s Law 

TALAAQ       Must be in writing and registered otherwise Talaaq is 

not recognized even if a man Talaaqs his wife a hundred 

times    

Three Talaaqs irrevocably severs Nikaah whether ver-

bal or in writing. No registration required in Allah’s 

Law     

FASKH High Court non-Muslim judge can nullify Nikaah on 

appeal 

Kaafir judge prohibited from ruling on validity of Ni-

kaah and annulment in Allah Ta`ala’s Law 

MAINTENANCE            Maintenance can be extended beyond three month Iddah 

period stipulated by The Shariah 

Maintenance strictly limited to the iddat period in Al-

lah’s Law  

GUARDIANSHIP Best interest of child as per definition of court       Best interest of child as defined by Allah’s Law. 

INHERITANCE Gender equality the criteria. Sons and daughters inherit 

equally                 

Daughters inherit half the amount of males. Gender 

equality rejected by Islam 

QUDHAAT (JUDICIARY) High Courts can have non-Muslims ruling on Islamic 

issues. Lower courts can have judges who violate the 

Shariah  

Judges in all courts must be righteous Muslims, fully 

understanding The Shariah and fearing Allah  

TA’THEER  Jail sentences and fines for Muslims who whilst com-

plying to Allah’s Laws, do not comply with MMA Bill  

No jail sentences permitted especially in South Africa 

where jails are filled with rapists, murderers and Aids 

infected prisoners 

THE FARCICAL MPL “WORKSHOP”!!!THE FARCICAL MPL “WORKSHOP”!!!THE FARCICAL MPL “WORKSHOP”!!!THE FARCICAL MPL “WORKSHOP”!!!THE FARCICAL MPL “WORKSHOP”!!!THE FARCICAL MPL “WORKSHOP”!!!THE FARCICAL MPL “WORKSHOP”!!!THE FARCICAL MPL “WORKSHOP”!!!        
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Four Important points with regards to anger 
 

“Sometimes I do get angry and even display my anger. However, my anger 

is unlike the anger of others who use words to hurt, disgrace and insult. No 

compensation is offered thereafter.” 
 

Moulana Thanvi Rahmatullahi Alayh said that when he displays his anger, 

 he  keeps a few things in mind:  

1) He makes certain that the fault lies in whomsoever he is reprimanding. 

    He does not merely act on suspicion. 

2) He uses kind but firm language. 

3) His tone is filled with compassion. The person who is reprimanded       

 understands fully that Moulana is desirous of his well-being. 

4) After a few days he displays affection in order that the person may be 

convinced that Moulana has no personal grudge against him.  

 (Malfoozaat Maseehul-Ummat Page 53)                                                 
                                                       

Signs of a Mujaddid 
 

Amongst the signs of a Mujaddid is that such knowledge comes to his  

mind which other contemporary Ulama do not have. (Pg. 81)  

 

 

“After ruling India and  Spain for close to a thousand years, both

 empires were lost to the Muslim World due to indolence”  

(Moulana Thanvi) 

Once, the Israeli Defence Minister, Moshe Dayan whilst smoking and enjoying 

a cup of tea in the midst of the battle during the six day war, was asked if he 

was not concerned about the defeat of Israel at the hands of six Arab countries 

which were backed by fifty Muslim countries. He laughed and said:  

“The day these Muslims and Arabs can make a straight queue at a bus-stop is 

the day I will be worried about Israel’s defeat!”  

How right was he not! Recently an important meeting conducted by a major 

Islamic organization was supposed to commence at 9.00 am. At the 

appointed time only ONE member was present in the meeting hall. Two 

others were having  tea. Even after the meeting commenced, to the 

embarrassment of the speaker, participants were more concerned about their 

chai and delicious biscuits. The speaker had to plead with them not to hang 

around in the foyer and to come into the meeting hall. Sadly, then too, by 

10:00am  most preferred sitting at the end of the hall constraining the 

speaker to plead with them to “Please come closer, please!” If this is the 

condition of our leadership, how will we ever defeat Israel? We are unable 

to start our meetings on time! May Allah grant us Taufeeq to reform. Ameen 

CHRISTIANS HAVE A “NEW TESTAMENT”  CHRISTIANS HAVE A “NEW TESTAMENT”  CHRISTIANS HAVE A “NEW TESTAMENT”  CHRISTIANS HAVE A “NEW TESTAMENT”      

----    HOW THEY LOST THEIR DEEN!HOW THEY LOST THEIR DEEN!HOW THEY LOST THEIR DEEN!HOW THEY LOST THEIR DEEN!    
 

Allah’s Rasul (Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam) cursed the Yahud and the Na-

saara for adopting their Ulama as Gods. The Jews and Christians set aside 

the Shariah and followed the instructions, orders and commands of their 

Rabbis, Priests and Popes.  

 

Never did they dare question, nor venture to probe the decisions of the 

learned elite though it blatantly contravened the Holy Scriptures. They 

placed affinity and kinship, respect and reverence above their Shariah. They 

were awe-struck, mesmerised and influenced by rulers and seniors to the 

extent that they became intellectually dysfunctional and morally paralysed.  

 

As a result of their silence, their religion became mutilated beyond recogni-

tion. Forbidden acts were viewed with favour and encouraged; customs 

were transformed into Deen and the Deen itself was subjected to the whims 

and fancies of the Priests, Popes and Rabbis. Changing, chopping, slicing, 

amending and altering the Deen became their daily pre-occupation. La-

menting this sad state of affairs, Allah Subhanahu Wata’aala states “Those 

who made their Deen into play and amusement and whom the worldly life   

deceived…” 

Slowly but surely, the sanctimonious Shariah was dismantled brick by 

brick. By the demands of the populous, bits by bits of it were discarded. 

Eventually, a time dawned that Ibaadat and Taqwa were transplanted with 

rites and rituals. So astray were they that the Ummah of Rasullullah Sallal-

lahu Alayhi Wasallam daily in each Rak’aat of Salaah, beseech Allah 

Ta’aala not to lead them on “the road of those who are astray.”  

 

Take the example of legalising cinema in Saudi Arabia.   

Can anyone seriously doubt the Hurmat (prohibition) of music in Islam? 

Did Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam not close his Mubaarak ears 

when passing by a shepherd who was playing his flute? Did Rasullullah 

Sallallahu alayhi Wasallam not say that I have been sent to destroy musical 

instruments? Are the films not loaded with music from the beginning to the 

end? Similarly, did the Holy Qur’an not instruct men to lower their gazes? 

Did Allah’s Rasul not turn away the face of a Saahabi who was starring at a 

woman? Did Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam not instruct his wives 

to absent themselves from the company of a blind Sahaabi? Do we not have 

an example in Allah’s Rasul Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam? 

Yet, differences of opinion amongst Ulama are cited for legalizing the 

Haraam. If we allow the present trend to be left unchallenged, our children 

would be saddled with a “New Shariah”.  

 

Already some aspects of the original Shariah appear to be strange and old 

fashioned. Thus, we need to exercise great vigilance in order to protect 

The Shariah and Islam by identifying the reasons which led to every True 

religion being effaced from the surface of the earth, except Islam.  

 

Upon closer reflection, we find the following reasons forwarded for the 

annulment, modification and alterations of Heavenly Scriptures: 

(1) Someone used Wisdom (2) Someone looked at the“Times” (3)Someone 

looked at Necessity (4) Someone looked at Benefits (5) Someone quoted 

Seniors (Akabereen) (6) Someone had noble Intentions(7) Someone wanted 

Unity (8) Someone saw a Dream (9) Someone craved to win over the public 

(10) Someone feared being viewed as an extremist! (11) Someone wanted 

democracy (12) Someone looked at majority (13) Someone was worried 

about “others getting in”! Alas, whilst all meant well, very few in their 

eagerness, saw the hand of Shaytaan busy dismantling the Deen!   

HOW  MUSLIMS ARE BEING SET-UP FOR A “NEW  SHARIAH”!   
 

IN SAUDI ARABIA…The new definition of tolerant Islam!  
 

Many people were very happy about the changes recently made in the Council 

of Senior Scholars. They were also open to the use of ijtihaad (the process of 

making legal decisions by independent interpretation of the Qur’an and the 

Sunnah) of other scholars in order to make correct fatwas.  

There are point of differences on music, singing, theatre, cinema, mixing be-

tween the sexes in schools and work places, the uncovering of the face and so 

on. The council was not at all inclined towards a particular school and its mem-

bers were open to the opinions of other schools.” (Arab News 25 Feb) 

 

IN TURKEY…NEW HADITH KITAABS! 
 

“In the shadows of Kocatepe Mosque in Ankara, Turkey, a team of 80 Turkish 

scholars has been meeting for the past three years to ponder Muslim traditions dat-

ing back fourteen centuries. Known as the Hadith, the traditions are based on the 

actions and sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam) and 

dictate everything from the conduct of war to personal hygiene. Later this year, the 

Turkish scholars are expected to publish six volumes that reject thousands of Is-

lam’s most controversial practices…” (Time, March 30 2009)   

 

SWALLOWING THE SHARIAH 
 
Once there were two people fighting over how to share a loaf of bread. A 
monkey happened to pass by and solemnly inquired why two wonderful 
humans with healthy brains would argue and quarrel.  

 
When the monkey was informed that the argument was about how to 
share the bread, the monkey wrung his wrists in glee and said that he had 
a solution. He promptly took out a scale and sat cross-legged in front of 
the two persons.  

 
“Bring me the loaf of bread. I have a scale and will weigh two portions in 
exact measurements!” Both persons sat down humbly and happily in front 
of the monkey. The monkey broke the bread in two pieces and placed a 
piece on each pan of the scale. When the one pan dipped a little, the 
monkey broke of a piece of the bread and popped it into his mouth. The 
other pan of the scale was now heavier. The monkey broke of a piece 
from this pan and it disappeared into his mouth. And 
so it carried on. Piece by piece was broken off whilst 
both owners of the bread were smiling at the 
perceived just system which the monkey had 
initiated. Eventually there was no bread left.  

 
The monkey is the West.  
The scale is Kufr. The bread is the Shariah. Little by little it seeks to 
swallow the Shariah until nothing is left!    

 

In South Africa…The Holy Qur’aan defied!In South Africa…The Holy Qur’aan defied!In South Africa…The Holy Qur’aan defied!In South Africa…The Holy Qur’aan defied!    
    

Says the Holy Qur’aan: “Marry those women whom you take a liking to, 

[you may marry] two, three or four.” (Sura Nisa ) 
⇒ Admits UUCSA: “The initial position of some members of the committee 

was to outlaw polygamy totally.”  

Says the Holy Qur’aan: Men have a rank over women - Sura Nisaa  

⇒ Says UUCSA:“Women and men are equal in status” (UUCSA document) 
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Differences between Sanha’s “inspection” and the unannounced 

inspection by Independent Ulama   
 

                                             SANHA           INDEPENDENT ULAMA 
1. Inspection of Plant was pre-planned and hosted by Sanha, and therefore        Inspection of Plant was unannounced and therefore more credible. 

          compromised.                                                                                                   

2.       Slaughterers were aware of an impending inspection and were alert               Slaughterers were unaware of impromptu inspection  

3. Sanha officials accompanied Ulama                                                                 Sanha officials were not present; Ulama were free to inspect and probe  

4.       Sanha Fatwa is silent on the crucial issue of the line speed                              A physical count of 120+ chickens per minute was taken by the Ulama.   

5.       Instead of making the Fatwa public and allowing the public to come to         Thousands of copies printed of this report and a detailed Fatwa is   

 their own conclusions, only a statement of the chief Mufti is released.           available to the public.   

6. Sanha’s Fatwa has no records of independent interviews with slaughterers    Ulama  conducted extensive frank interviews with slaughterers who  

              confided that:  

             a) “It is difficult to recite Bismillah for every chicken, so at Fajr time I 

                                                           make my intention.”  

                                           b) “If I need to cough or my intention is diverted, I recite “Bismillah” in 

                                                   my heart.”     

             c) “It is not possible to read upon every chicken Bismillah” 

             d) “The line speed is too fast. We can’t cut so many in an hour.” 

 

 

Sanha’s lie: “THEY WEREN’T EVEN  ALLOWED IN THE PLANT.”            “And ALLAH’S curse is upon those who lie. Those who prevent from 

       (Radio Islam, 4 May)              Allah path...” (C.11 v 19)                               

       

   SANHA: THE EVIDENCE STARES AT YOU! MAKE TAUBAH FROM SLANDERING INNOCENT ULAMA!   
  

The above will be sufficient for any Allah-fearing person to fully understand and accept that Sanha’s approved chickens are absolutely Haraam. Traders 

will be horrified to know that whilst they are being “taxed” by Sanha for ensuring that each and every chicken is slaughtered under strict Halaal conditions, 

the Sanha supervisor was absent for two hours during which 14 400 chickens were slaughtered unsupervised! 
 

Setting aside the suffering of the chickens, the electrocutions, the water-boardings, the non-performance of Jum’ah Salaah, the “three feet in one shackle” 

sight, the forty chickens per minute per slaughterer, the burnt ammonia feet, the brine injections, the absence of the Supervisor for two hours, the non-

inspections of the slaughtering process by the inspector - the issue of non-recital of the vital Tasmiyah made by the slaughterers will convince even the 

most sceptical person that Sanha’s chickens are indeed Haraam beyond any doubt. 
 

a) “It is difficult to recite Bismillah for every chicken, so at Fajr time I make my intention”  

b) “If I need to cough or my intention is diverted, I recite “Bismillah” in my heart.”  

c) “It is not possible to read upon every chicken Bismillah”    Do the above confessions leave room for any doubt that the chickens are Haraam?  

  

SANHA’S BIZARRE CLAIM 
In an interview with The Lenasia Indicator (1-28 Feb) Sanha makes the following bi-

zarre claim:  
 

“Four to five million chickens are being daily slaughtered which find 
its way into Muslim homes.” 
 

One can only stare in shock at this ridiculous claim. Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’aala has 

Blessed Insaan with the Ni’mat of Aql. The Shukr of this immense Ni’mat is that it is 

utilized to sort out Haqq from Baatil, right from wrong, pure from impure, Bid’ah from 

Sunnah and Halaal from Haraam. A normal, healthy Aql, free from corruption, will do 

the following calculation:  
 

South Africa has a population of almost two million Muslims. According to Sanha, 

every single baby, child, poor, sick, healthy and elderly Muslim, individually daily 

consumes an average of two chickens. Does this make sense?   
 

Only Sanha knows why they would make such a logic-defying  statement to the media. 

They wish to inculcate fear in the public: without Sanha everyone is involved in con-

suming Haraam! Sanha is the grand saviour! All is doom and gloom without Sanha! 

Let Sanha be reminded that Muslims have survived without them for more than three 

hundred years in this country. Allah Ta’aala granted much Barkat. Even now, many, 

many Muslims obtain Halaal chickens to consume at home.   
 

ARE YOU A FAMILY OF FIVE?  

THEN YOU ARE CONSUMING TEN CHICKENS DAILY! 
 

In its desperate attempts to maintain credibility, Sanha has achieved the very opposite 

by Moulana Navlakhi making the following ridiculous statement: 

“Four to five million chickens are being DAILY slaughtered WHICH find its 
way into Muslim homes.” 
Do ten chickens DAILY really find its way into an average Muslim household of five? 

So glib is Sanha, that they simply passed this figure on to the unsuspecting Media 

without the Media suspecting anything wrong. 

The statement made to The Indicator Newspaper (1-28 Feb),  must be an-eye opener to 

even the most ardent Sanha supporter like Radio Islam.    

Sanha’s statements are unreliable and will simply not be trusted by the public anymore.   A helpless chicken that has fallen from a crate 

lies forlorn by the truck tyre at the Early Bird 

Plant…  

 

ZULM !!!ZULM !!!ZULM !!!ZULM !!!    

Picture showing chickens com-

ing out of stun tank. Upon 

closer observation one can see 

the feet of a chicken lying dead. 

The poor animal drowned in 

this electrified water! 

Important Clarifications 
 

Q: Sanha accuses the Ulama of pretending to be traders in order to 

gain access to the Plant. Is this true? 

A: No, this is  not true. The register will prove that the Ulama clearly 

wrote that the purpose of them coming, was to visit the plant in their 

private capacities. The supervisor previously informed Hafiz Anwar 

that he may bring anyone to the Plant. When the Ulama arrived, they 

were allowed into every section of the Plant. They were met at the 

entrance by the halaal supervisor. Does the halaal supervisor also act 

as sales manager? The Ulama were then taken straight to the Plant 

and not to the administration building or to meet any of Early Bird’s 

sales-team. NEVER during their visit was there any talk of buying or 

selling. Does SANHA deny all this? Sanha’s claim is merely a diver-

sionary tactic.   

Q: Is this not affair not causing disunity in the Ummah? 

A: If your Muslim brother steals from your shop, will you keep quiet 

in order to safeguard the unity of the Ummah? Furthermore, we ad-

mit we are scared of Allah Ta’aala if we remain silent.  
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“Do not get caught in the snare of dreams and thoughts” (Imaamut-

Tasawwuf Moulana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alayh) 
 

Many of us are prone to focus more on dreams than reality. The Shariah has 

categorized dreams into three types:  

 

(1)  Mubash-sharaat: The Hadith has defined this as true dreams. These 

dreams occur generally at the time of Tahajjud.  

(2) Takhweefush-Shaytaan: These are scary dreams from Shaytaan in order to 

grieve a person. Concerning such dreams, Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wasallam has informed us to change sides, read Wa la hawla wa la 

quwwata illa Billa as well as Ta-awwudh and to spit on the left side.  

(3) Adghaathe-Ahlaam: These are nonsensical dreams which are the product 

of our lifestyles and thoughts.  
 

Dreams, if interpreted incorrectly, can cause immense harm.  

Seeing Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam in a dream in indeed a great 

bounty. However, here too, the need for correct interpretation is required.  

•A person saw Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam entering his home in 

the form of a king. He was instructed to remove his family from the house. 

After doing so, the roof caved in. The interpreter explained that Allah 

Ta’aala mentions in the Holy Qur’aan: “When Kings enter cities, they cause 

havoc in it…” Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi had come in the form of a king 

in order to warn him of the imminent collapse of the roof. 

•In Lucknow there was a group of Ulama who would indulge in much per-

sonal opinions concerning Deen. Amongst them, one saw a dream in which 

the group was holding a discussion whilst Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wa-

sallam was seated. The person woke up overjoyed and boasted that even Ra-

sullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam attends their debates. When Moulana 

Rashid Ahmed Gangohi Rahmatullahi Alayh was informed of this interpreta-

tion, he responded that instead of this dream being noble, it is a warning 

from Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam that they should desist from 

discussions and airing personal opinions whilst his Shariah is present. 

•It is only a person with deep spiritual insight that can understand a dream. 

Someone informed Moulana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alayh about a dream 

in which he swallowed the blessed saliva of Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wasallam. Hadhrat immediately said, “Ignore the dream!” 

 The wholesomeness of food consumed, Truthful speech, Taqwa in deeds and 

purity in intentions play a role in the incubation of dreams. The pathetic qual-

ity of our lifestyle must necessarily make our dreams an irrelevant factor!  

 

 

 

Recently, a purdah observing lady went to the beach 

and strolled amongst men who were almost naked. At 

night she saw Rasullullah Sallallahu Aalyhi Wasallam walking 

on the beach. Upon awakening she immediately interpreted the dream that 

Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam is happy with her going to the beach. 

She thus now roams the beach with her Purdah amongst near-naked man!  

 

The safest attitude to dreams is that of Moulana Thanvi Rahmatullahi alayh: 

“The best of dreams does not give one a single Thawaab; the worst of dreams 

does not earn one a sin. Worry more about what you have control over rather 

than what is out of your control. Worry about your deeds!” 

 

 

  

 

 

T here are three stages in Islaah. The first stage is the creation of a desire. The 

second stage is to acquire knowledge. The third 

stage is to obtain perfection. Creating desire for 

Deen is acquired from the Tableegh Jamaa’at,  

knowledge is obtained from the Madaaris and per-

fection is acquired from the Khanqahs as well as 

from the company of the pious and righteous. This 

is what Allah Ta’aala states: “O Believers, fear 

Allah and be with the righteous ones.” Everything 

is governed by conditions and specifications. Simi-

larly the work of Deen is also governed by condi-

tions which should be adhered to.(Malfoozaat-e-

Maseehul Ummat, page 29).  
 

Comment: Masha-Allah how clear is the path not 

for the success of the Ummah.  

Instead of loafing around and leading one’s life 

without any direction, join the Tableegh Jamaat. 

There is no doubt that the Jamaat system does cre-

ate a desire for Deen. Yes, be careful not to fall 

prey to statements such as, “This is the ship of 

Nuh alayhis salaam. Anyone who does not board it 

is doomed.” These are not officially sanctioned 

Jamaat philosophy. These are statements of people 

who are emotional and are to be excused. They 

bring the Jamaat work into disrepute by transcend-

ing the conditions of Tableegh. 

After creating a desire for Deen, if possible, attend 

a Madrassah. Though, the Jamaat will teach one 

the basics of Deen, higher Islamic Knowledge is  

only obtained by attending a Madrassah on a full  

 

 

 

time basis. The success of the Ummah lies in these 

Madaaris. The Shariah is taught in detail in these 

Madrassahs. In a Madrassah one is preoccupied 

with learning and studying. Seven long years are 

given in the path of Allah. During this lengthy pe-

riod, much sacrifice is made in acquiring Knowl-

edge. However, this knowledge is imperfect and 

incomplete until one is aware how to put it to use.  

It is in a Khanqah where Imaan is perfected. It is in 

a Khanqah where ‘Ilm is applied. It is in a Khan-

qah where love for anonymity and seclusion is 

cultivated and nourished. It is in a Khanqah where 

one forgets one’s existence and becomes aware of 

Allah’s existence. It is in a Khanqah where the 

spirit of the cave of Hira exists.    

One can own the best of cars, but it will be of no 

value if one merely parks it in the garage. Simi-

larly, one may have all the knowledge, but if one 

does not know how to put it to use, it will be of no 

benefit.  

When someone inquired from Moulana Thanvi 

Rahmatullahi alayh why such great Ulama like 

Moulana Qasim Nanotwi, Moulana Rashid Ahmed 

Ganghohi and Moulana Yaqub Rahmatullahi 

Alayh had turned for their reformation to a non-

Aalim like Hajee Imdadullah Rahmatullahi alayh, 

he replied: “We who have spent years learning 

Knowledge are like people who have gathered 

milk, elachi, sugar, etc. We wish to eat burfee but 

do not know how to make it. Hajee Saheb knows  

the art of making it though he never gathered all  

the ingredients.”  

 

 

 

 

One may well ask, where are the Khanqahs and the 

Auliya such as those of previous times? This ques-

tion can be viewed as a very subtle trick of the 

nafs. It indicates an element of pride. It is like a 

very sick person who prefers sickness on the basis 

that there is no doctor worthy of treating him!    

To such a question, Moulana Thanvi Rahmatullahi 

Alayh replied:  

“Where are the mureeds of previous times? Make 

Shukr for what you have before you are even de-

prived of what you have.” Some mureeds spent 

twenty years in the company of their Sheikhs. Oth-

ers, out of respect never lifted their gazes above 

their Sheikhs head. If this argument had to be en-

tertained then Deen itself will become extinct. 

Where are those Ustaads, those Darul-Ulooms and  

those students of previous times?  

In conclusion, we find an excellent recipe for 

much needed unity in the golden advice of Mou-

lana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alayh.  

Jamaat brothers sacrifice their time, their families 

and their comforts in order to promote Deen; Darul

-Ulooms break their backs whilst distributing the 

inheritance of Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wa-

sallam; Khanqahs are the places where people take 

the Blessed Name of Allah and purify their souls 

and eventually become a means of Hidayat to oth-

ers. Yes, everyone should ensure that their activi-

ties are conditioned by The Shariah. In this manner 

one shall gain acceptance from Allah and remain 

safe from Shaytaan, Insha-Allah!                

REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS, REMOVE GRIEF, LAZINESS,             
COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!COWARDICE, DEBT AND FEAR OF MAN!            

 

Abu Sa’id Khudri Radiallahu anhu said: “Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wasallam entered the Masjid one day and saw a man among the Ansaar 

whose name was Abu Umamah. Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam 

said: “O Abu Umamah, why is it that I see you sitting in the Mosque when 

it is not time for prayer?” Abu Umamah replied: “Worries and debts, O 

Prophet of Allah.” Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam said: “Shall I 

not teach you some words, which  if you say them, Allah will take away 

your worries and pay off your debts?” He said: “Yes, O Messenger of Al-

lah.” Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam thereafter informed him: 

“Recite the following in the morning and evening:  
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‘O Allah I seek refuge with You from distress and grief, and I seek refuge 

with you from incapacity and laziness, and I seek refuge with you from 

miserliness and cowardice, and I seek refuge with you from the burden of 

debt and from being overpowered by men.’” 

Abu Umamah said: “I did this and Allah took away my worries and paid 

off my debt for me.” (Abu Dawood) 

 

An ulcer is not the result of what you consume, rather it is the result of 

what consumes you. 
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(Alhamdulillah, much interest has been forthcom-

ing from the public concerning our articles which 

feature the life of Hadhrat Maseehul-Ummat, 

Moulana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alayh.  

Hadhrat had visited South Africa several times. 

These visits had an immense impact on those who 

had the good fortune to meet him. Firmness on the 

Shariah, moderation in dealings and clarity  in 

purpose were his hallmarks.  

The purpose in penning these articles are not 

merely to narrate; but rather to reflect and take 

lessons. Hadhrat expected those associated with 

him not to even display a frown at their wives 

when they are displeased. When a person heard 

this, he spontaneously remarked: “Had I known 

that this is the teachings of Islam, I would have 

been saved from many problems. This is what I 

was looking for!”  

In our issue, The Shariah Vol. 1 No. 3, Hadhrat’s 

last sickness was described. In this issue we dis-

cuss his passing away. 
 

It was a chilly morning, that morning of Thursday, 

the 17th Jamaadul-Ula 1413 (14 November 1992). 

More than the chill of winter, another chill hung in 

the air. Hadhrat’s health was deteriorating. Weak-

ness had set in to such an extent that Hadhrat per-

formed Salaah whilst lying down.  

The ceaseless Ibaadat of Allah and the selfless ser-

vice of Allah’s Makhluq had taken its toll on his 

blessed body. Though his body was weak and frail, 

his mind was as sharp and alert as ever.  

A day before his demise, Hadhrat was extremely 

unwell to the extent that no one had the courage to 

awake him for Fajr Salaah. When he was informed 

that the time for Salaah had lapsed, he sobbed bit-

terly and remarked: “In my entire life I had not 

missed a single Salaah.” It was almost as if Hadhrat 

was saying that if I cannot perform my Salaah, life 

is not worth living anymore.  

The sun on that Thursday rose solemnly upon the 

village of Jalalabad and commenced its determined 

journey towards the horizon in compliance to the 

wishes of its Creator. Who ever could imagine that 

this day would be the last day of Hadhrat upon this 

earth. This day was spent much like the other days  

- silent Thikr in solitude coupled with a deep con-

tinuous kayfiyat (condition) of Istighraaq 

(annihilation) in Allah’s Love and Allah’s thoughts. 

“And the dreamer dreams the sweet dreams of 

meeting his Beloved 

And the restless soul aches to depart for the Prom-

ised meeting 

O forlorn body, your cold steel bars are but an un-

wanted cage, 

Cherished be that moment when I am set forever 

free from you”  

Hadhrat was alone but not lonely. Outside the Ma-

jlis Khana three or four of Hadhrat’s attendants sat 

torn between the ecstasy of being of service to their 

master and the grief of his illness. At Salaah time 

they would gingerly enter and prepare Hadhrat for 

Salaah.  

The life of the day was slowly but surely ebbing 

away until Maghrieb time came. Hadhrat was re-

quested to eat. He smiled ever so sadly and with 

that special inimitable wit said: “Where is the place 

for food. The stomach is filled with medication!” 

Esha Salaah was performed with Jamaa’ah in the 

Majlis Khana. Hadhrat, as per his habit performed 

his “precautionary” Tahajjud Salaah whilst lying 

down. Until this illness set in, he had never missed 

his Tahajjud in the early part of the morning accept 

for one day in the past seventy years!  

After Salaah, the attendants sat outside the Majlis 

Khana. A person who was present says:  

“I was worried about Hadhrat’s condition. Four of 

us were sitting outside the Majlis Khana on the ve-

randah. I looked at the full moon and by Allah, I  

 

thought it looked pale and sad. Suddenly we heard 

Hadhrat making Thikr a little loudly. This was 

highly unusual and odd.  

We looked in amazement at one another. One of us 

suggested that we check on Hadhrat. We worriedly 

entered the Majlis Khana. As we came closer to 

Hadhrat, we observed that all was not well. We 

instinctively understood that the end was near. 

Hadhrat indicated that he wanted water. 

Zam-Zam was brought and a few sips were given 

with a spoon. The bed was facing the direction of 

the Qiblah. Someone commenced the loud recita-

tion of Yaseen Sharief. So alert was Hadhrat that he 

indicated with his hand that Tilaawat should be 

made softly. Hadhrat understood that the time was 

near for meeting his Highest Friend. His sole atten-

tion was fixated upon this meeting. No family was 

called for nor any fear or panic displayed.    

With the last ounce of his strength, just before 

meeting Allah Ta’aala, he lifted his hands to ensure 

that his topi was in place. He thereafter lifted his 

Shahaadah finger towards the skies to reaffirm his 

Tauheed and Shahaadah. That was his last motion 

on earth.   

Thereafter, he remained silent and motionless. We 

could clearly hear his heart beating loudly with the 

rhythm of his breathing of ‘Allahu-Allahu, Allahu-

Allahu…’.  

We sat in stunned silence at this huge pounding of 

‘Allahu-Allahu, Allahu-Allahu, Allahu-Allahu’ 

from this frail body, until, the sound slowly started 

fading. At last a final ‘Allah’ was heard and 

Hadhrat’s head slumped a little. We understood 

that Moulana Maseehullah Daamat Barkatuhum 

had become Moulana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi 

layh.  

Even as we cried and the tears cascaded down our 

cheeks, we observed through our tears water trick-

ling down the walls of the Majlis Khana.” This was 

the same hall and the same place wherein thousands 

of glorious touching Bayaans were given calling 

the creation to the worship of Allah, calling to the 

Sunnah, calling to the respect of The Shariah.  

How one lives, so does one die.  

Allah Ta’aala had blessed Hadhrat with the best of 

Mauts: The best of nights - Jum’ah; the best of wa-

ter—Zam-Zam; the best of direction –the Qiblah, 

the best of motions –Shahaadah; the best of words 

ringing in his ears —Yaseen, and with the best of 

words on his tongue — Allah! 

The news of Hadhrat’s demise spread rapidly far 

and wide. In some villages, people simply heard a 

voice in the middle of the night: “Go to Jalalabad, 

Moulana Maseehulah has passed away.”  

And so the people gathered. They came on bullocks 

and buses, they came on foot and bicycles, they 

came in trucks and tractors, they came from small 

villages and teeming cities, they came  to make 

Ziyaarat one last time of their comforter, their men-

tor, their guide, and above all their true sincere 

friend.   

A conservative estimate is that a quarter million 

people attended the funeral of Hadhrat Rahmatul-

lahi alayh. The highway between Delhi and Saha-

ranpur was jammed with traffic. Even the Govern-

ment was left helpless and could do nothing to re-

open the flow of traffic.  

The whole of Jalalabad was sobbing as Hadhrat’s 

Janazah was carried from the Majlis Khana. All the  

shops were closed. Hindus were sitting on their 

roofs, many crying silently, whilst viewing this 

wondrous, unique sight — to be witnessed but once 

in a lifetime.  

Hadhrat’s Janaza was not carried on shoulders, 

rather it floated on the waves of the hands of ardent 

lovers. The Janaazah was supposed to be performed 

in the Madrassah yard, but Taqdeer had other plans. 

No one had any control but Allah Rabbul Izzat. All 

man-made plans went astray. Just as Hadhrat had  

 

 

handed all his affairs to Allah during his lifetime, so 

did Allah take charge of him after his demise.  

Hadhrat’s Janaazah floated upon the hands of the 

crowd until it reached the very spot where the first 

classroom of the Madrassah was built. It was here that 

he commenced his teaching in submission to his Shi-

ekh’s wishes. It was here  where the Madrassah was 

born and here is where his Janazah Salaah was being 

performed.  

The Janaazah thereafter floated upon hands and pro-

ceeded to the nearby Qabrastan where thousands had 

already congregated.  

A few days prior to his demise Hadhrat smiled and 

said: Arafaah is coming to Jalalabad. And indeed, it 

was Arafaah in Jalalabad. So huge and vast was the 

crowd that Hadhrat’s beloved one and only son could 

not come close to the burial place. There simply was 

no space to move in front, backwards or side wards. 

The crowds were jam packed. Sandals, shoes and um-

brellas were strewn all over the place.  

Whilst the winter sun was slowly setting, Hadhrat was 

buried with that special grandeur and grace which is 

reserved for the friends of Allah and which the angels 

in the skies applaud. In the qabrastaan aptly called, 

Miftahul-Jannah, (the key to Jannah) lies Hadhrat 

(Rahmatullahi Alayh) buried. May Allah continuously 

illuminate his Qabr and elevate his stages. (Ameen)   

 

Some of the Barakaat (blessings) of Hadhrat 
1. A person complained to Hadhrat that his wife, a 

mureed of Hadhrat, was addicted to T.V. Hadhrat 

closed his eyes for a few seconds and thereafter told 

him that when you return home, give my Salaams and 

ask your wife that Abbaajee (Hadhrat) wants to know 

whose mureed are you? When the person did this upon 

his return, the wife got such a shock at Hadhrat’s ques-

tion that she immediately discarded the habit of watch-

ing T.V. and instead became regular with Tahajjud 

Salaah. 

2. A sixty three year old mureed complained about his 

old age to Hadhrat that his life was coming to  an end. 

After listening to his gloom and despair, Hadhrat 

smiled and told him: “Ja-o Khelo tum to ab tak bacche 

ho.” (Go play. You are still a child). 

The mureed was pleasantly surprised at this unex-

pected answer. Alhamdulillah, he is ninety two years 

now and has no trace of any severe old age effects 

3. Hadhrat’s Barkat manifests itself even after his de-

mise. A person narrates that a dream was seen in 

which Hadhrat warned him not to perform Fajr Salaah 

in the Masjied as several enemies had surrounded his 

house. He heeded the warning and was later informed 

that some enemies had surrounded his house at night 

and were waiting for him to come out.   

4. A female mureed inquired whether she should drive 

or not? Hadhrat replied: “Har geez nahi” (absolutely 

not). 

She immediately followed Hadhrat’s advice. Her hus-

band was compelled to make the necessary  arrange-

ments. She happily remarks that Hadhrat’s Barkat that 

I am saved from traffic jams, traffic fines, standing in 

queues and stressing myself.  

 

Hadhrat’s Status! 
Late one night, Khan Saheb, the night watchman, 

found Hadhrat’s bed empty. He was extremely worried 

and went looking around all over for Hadhrat. After 

some time, he helplessly returned to Hadhrat’s sleep-

ing place. To his amazement, he found Hadhrat lying 

in his bed.  

In a voice filled with grief and concern, he inquired 

from Hadhrat where he had gone? Hadhrat, at first 

attempted to divert the question. Khan Saheb persisted 

in wanting to know where Hadhrat had gone at that 

late hour of the night.  

Hadhrat took a promise from Khan Saheb that he 

would not reveal the information to anyone as long as 

Hadhrat lived. After receiving this assurance, Hadhrat 

inform him that he went to attend the Janaazah Salaah 

of an Abdaal who had passed away. (The Abdaals gen-

erally reside in Syria) Khan Saheb kept his promise 

and narrated this incident the day the Imaam of all the 

Auliyaa passed away. 
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Hadhrat Bara bi Aathib Radiallahu anhu narrates that Rasullullah Sallallahu 

Alayhi Wasallam said: Allah and His angels send mercy upon those who 

stand in the first Saff and the Muath-thins are forgiven. Until wherever their 

voices reach all of the creation testify to their call and they are rewarded for 

the Salaah of all the other Musallees. (Since they called others towards Sa-

laah) (Ahmad, Nisaa’i) 

 

The Hand of Allah Ta`ala is upon the head of the Muath-thin and until wher-

ever his voice reaches, (those things) will intercede for his forgiveness. 

(Tabrani) 

 

If people knew how much Thawaab there is for giving Athaan, then they will 

draw swords (to battle) one another in order to give Athaan. (Ahmad) 

 

Hadhrat Muaawiyah Radiallahu anhu narrates that Rasullullah Sallallahu 

Alayhi Wasallam said that on the Day of Qiyaamah the Muath-thins will  

have the tallest necks. (Muslim) (They will be seated comfortably on high 

places from where they would be easily observe by the creation.) 

The Muathin and the Haji will come out from the Qabr whilst giving Athaan 

and reciting the Talbiyah. (Tibrani) 

 

Hadhrat Abdullah bin Abbas Radiallahu anhu narrates that Rasullullah Sal-

lallahu Alayhi Wasallam said: Whosoever gives Athaan for seven years is  

recorded as one who has been saved from Jahannam. (Ibne-Majah) 

 

A person who gives Athaan for the Pleasure of Allah is like a Shaheed 

(Martyr) who is soaked in blood. Whatever the Muath-thin wishes for be-

tween Athaan and Iqaamah let him wish for it (it will be granted). (Tibrani) 

 

Hadhrat Abdullah bin Umar Radhiallahu anhu said that Rasullullah Sallal-

lahu Alayhi Wasallam said : There are three persons who will have no fear 

of the huge terror (of Qiyaamah), nor will any account be taken from them. 

These people will be at ease whilst others of the creation will be occupied 

with giving accounts (of their deeds).   

1) That person who learnt the Holy Qur’aan and made Imaamat of a 

community who was pleased with him.   

2) The Muath-thin who called for the pleasure of Allah people towards 

Salaah. 

3) The slave who fulfilled the rights of Allah and his master beautifully. 

(Tibrani) 

4) Hadhrat Abu Sa’eed Radhiallahu anhu narrates that Rasullullah Sallal-

lahu Alayhi Wasallam said:  

If people know how much Thawaab there is for giving Athaan and standing 

in the first Saff, then in order to obtain this Thawaab there would be no other 

method except to draw lots.  (Bukhaari) 

 

 

 

Q: When a man's wife walks about without 

purdah and he neither advises her to do so nor 

divorces her, will it be permissible to perform 

Salaah behind him? 

A: While Salaah behind him is permissible, it will 

be Makrooh. Therefore, it would be best if a better 

and more righteous Imaam be found. (Fataawa 

Darul-Uloom Deoband, Vol. 1, pg 135 )  

Q: Many people place their forearms and el-

bows on the ground when in Sajdah. Will this 

make the Salaah Makrooh? 

A: The Masnoon method for a male to perform 

Sajdah is with the forearms apart from the sides. 

The elbows should not touch the ground. The belly 

should be apart from the thighs and the hands 

should be in line with the ears. The fingers should 

be held together facing the Qiblah. The toes 

should be firmly placed on the ground facing the 

qiblah. It is Makrooh-e-Taheemi for a man to 

place his elbow on the ground whilst facing the 

qiblah. (Fataawa Rahimiyah Vol. 2 p. 405 )     

Q: Is it permissible for a lady to inquire a 

Mas’ala from a sheikh or an Aalim telephoni-

cally without her husband’s consent?  
A: In Islam, evil alone is not prohibited, but all 

those avenues, possibilities and opportunities that 

lead towards evil are similarly strictly forbidden 

and absolutely outlawed. This critical principle 

came into being, even before Insaan descended 

upon earth. Allah Ta’aala forbade Aadam Alayhi 

Salaam, not only from eating the forbidden fruit, 

but even from going near the tree of the fruit. 

“And do not approach the tree…”(Surah An’aam). 

Just as numerous aspects regarding Riba and con-

suming liquor have been outlawed, so too is any 

 

 

 

thing and everything which relates to Zinaa 

(adultery) been wholly barred. Islam does not only 

confine itself to actual issues and end products - it 

prohibits all ancillary and supplementary causes as 

well. Thus Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasal-

lam has informed us that the ears and the tongue 

commit Zina. The Zina of the ears is to listen to a 

woman’s voice without need (like listening to the 

so-called Islamic Radio stations). The zina of the 

tongue is to speak to ghair-mehram females with-

out need. When necessity arose, the female Sa-

habiyat use to address the men in harsh tones. It is 

not permissible for a woman of the Aakhirah to 

telephonically contact an Aalim. She should re-

quest her husband to find out the Mas’ala on her 

behalf.       

Q: How do I obtain the Fear of Allah Ta’aala? 

A: Take lessons from what is happening around us 

daily: The mighty become lowly, the healthy be-

come sickly, wives run off with other men, chil-

dren imprison their parents in a cage called stress. 

Look at the Qudrat of Allah Ta`ala! Think! Where 

will I be tonight? Only and only Allah can help 

me. Can I afford NOT to fear Him? In Whose 

power lies every single movement and action of 

mine? Who can safe and help me but Allah?  

Maybe tomorrow I will be someone else. 

Q: Mufti A.H. Illyaas started a movement  

against Sahuc etc. Should I assist him? 

A: Our differences with Hadhrat Mufti Ilyaas Sa-

heb, nay, with any of the Ulama, are not, Insha-

Allah, based on any personal nafsaani motives. 

We love and honour all Ulama. Most certainly 

assist him in every possible manner, especially 

with lots of Du’aas. May Allah protect him. 

(Ameen) 

    

NOT ATTENDING THE MNOT ATTENDING THE MNOT ATTENDING THE MNOT ATTENDING THE MUUUUSJID SJID SJID SJID ––––

THINK AGAIN!!!THINK AGAIN!!!THINK AGAIN!!!THINK AGAIN!!!    
    

“It is open injustice, Kufr and hypocrisy for a person to 

hear Allah Ta`ala’s caller calling him towards Salaah and 

success and then not to respond.” (Jaami-us Sagheer, Vol. 1 

Pg 121) 
 

MOLTEN LEAD IN MOLTEN LEAD IN MOLTEN LEAD IN MOLTEN LEAD IN 

EARSEARSEARSEARS  

“It is better for a person to 

have molten lead poured 

into his ears rather than 

hearing the Athaan and 

then failing to respond to 

it.  

(Ibne-Qayim’s Kitaabus 

Salaah) 

Did you know?  
1. It is not compulsory to give Athaan 

through a loud speaker 

2. It is the right of the Muath-thin to give 

Iqaamah? 

3. It is compulsory for the Muath-thin to 

give Athaan with proper Tajweed 

4. Ladies do not have to wait for Athaan 

in order to commence their Salaah! 

5. It is sinful not to reply to Athaan!  

Q: I have been informed that the Jamiatul 

Ulama South Africa dropped their appellation 

“South Africa” as per an arrangement with your 

organization. However, the Jamiatul Ulama 

Gauteng have not changed their name as alleg-

edly agreed. I am also informed that you label 

other Muslims as Kaafir. Kindly explain. 

A: The Jamiatul Ulama Gauteng, in a gesture of 

goodwill, had agreed to a proposal that they will 

cease to operate on condition that The Jamiatul-

Ulama South Africa drop their misleading “South 

Africa” designation and adopt an unambiguous 

designation depicting their sphere of operations.  

In fact, our letter dated 9 Zil Qa’dah 1428 (20 Nov 

2007) even contains a suggestion that they adopt 

the designation of Jamiatul-Ulama Gauteng! 

Regrettably, only the “South Africa” part was left 

out by “The Jamiatul-Ulama South Africa”, without 

any designation being attached which would demar-

cate their sphere of operations. That they have not 

abided to the stipulated conditions is clear from 

their posters, vehicles, buildings, public statements, 

media interviews and announcements etc. which 

merely are issued in the name of “Jamiatul-Ulama” 

without specifying the designations in the provinces 

in which they operate in.   

“Jamiatul Ulama South Africa” was coined to cre-

ate a perception of representation of all the Ulama 

of the country. Numerous press reports attest to 

this: “The Star”(7/6/2007) reported the General 

Secretary, Jamiatul-Ulama South Africa introducing 

himself by stating: “He said that he was speaking 

on behalf of SA’s 2 million Muslims…”  
 

Alhamdulillah, no Muslim has ever been branded as 

a Kaafir by us.  
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Allaamah Zaahid Kowthari’s Warning to the MMB (MPL) 
Crowd and Naseehat to All Muslims  

    

I wish to draw your attention to something very important, which is that time

-to-time amendments and drafting of new laws pertaining to Nikaah, Talaaq 

and other Ahkaam of the Shariah will not at all difficult for a person who has 

the following three traits: 
 

1. Fear of Allah Ta'ala has exited from his heart, 

2. He is ignorant of the level of intellectual powers of the Aimmah-e-

Mujtahideen and their dalail. 
 

3.    He is captivated with the idea of inscribing his name on passing clouds 

out of self-esteem and pride. 

But, through this amending and drafting neither can the Ummah scale the 

heights of success, nor can they come into possession of planes, vehicles, 

ships and submarines, and nor will they own chain-stores and factories.  
 

Distortion of the Divine Ahkaam is not what will set this Ummah on the path 

of progress. That [progress] in fact will be achieved by not lagging behind 

progressive nations; by unearthing the mysteries of creation, finding out 

about the minerals, vegetation, animal kingdom and other sources of energy 

which Allah Ta'ala has deposited [on earth] and to utilize them to elevate 

the Word [Deen] of Allah, for the benefit of the Ummah and for defend-

ing Islam. No one proscribes this kind of progress.  
 

Yes, nothing can be achieved by distorting the Ahkaam, such as Talaaq, etc. 

[as the MPL lobby are doing]. It is therefore incumbent to leave the Limits 

[Ahkaam] of the Shariah as they are and to keep it far away from the 

schemes of one’s vain desires.  
 

My final advice to Muslims all over the world is that when the leaders and 

rulers enact laws in violation of the Immutable Shariah of Allah Ta'ala, then 

you should remain firm on the Divine Shariah to the best of your ability.  
 

Do not take your cases to the Taaghoot [the MPL Courts in which the 

Shariah of Allah is mutilated] no matter how many ‘fatwas’ you are given by 

[the MPL] muftis. When you are on the correct path [as in the present situa-

tion where the government does not interfere in your Deen] then the deviates 

[clamouring for legislation in regard to Muslim Marriages and MPL] can 

never harm you.  
 

(Allaamah Zaahid Kowthari (Rahmatullahi Alaih) was the final Grand Mufti 

of the Ottoman Empire who took up permanent residence in Egypt after the 

kaafir, Mustafa Kamal seized power in Turkey, abolishing the Constitution of 
the Shariat and the Khilaafat and secularizing the country.) 

DISMANTLING THE SHARIAH! 
 

Other issues which the West wishes 

to Halaalize… 
 

⇒ MUSIC & DANCING        

⇒ SMOKING                                                                   

⇒ PHOTOGRAPHY 

⇒ TELEVISION AND CINEMA 

⇒ FREE INTERMINGLING OF 

SEXES       

⇒ FREEDOM OF THOUGHT 

⇒ GENDER EQUALITY 

SMOKING, MUSIC PART OF 

ISLAM…? 
 

I 
slam is not against music, 

smoking or women’s emanci-

pation...The blame for radi-

calization should be shared by 

ignorant Muslim preachers (Bashy 

Qureishy, Chair  Advisory Council, 

Denmark.)  

(Newsweek April 20, 2009) 

Diversity in Haraam!!! 

There are point of differences on music, singing, theatre, cinema, mixing be-

tween the sexes in schools and work places, the uncovering of the face and so 

on. (Arab News 25 Feb 2009) 

The Lies……. The Deceptions!The Lies……. The Deceptions!The Lies……. The Deceptions!The Lies……. The Deceptions!    
According to Government, the Bill is still in its drafting stages and no one 
has access to it: Without having seen the Bill, how is it possible for UUCSA 

to claim that all the Shar’i requirements have been met in the Bill?  

HOW THE KZN JAMIAT WAS STABBED IN THE BACK! 
 

 

THE KZN JAMIAT’S LETTER: 
 

Assalaamu Alaikum Warahmatullahi Wa Barakaatuh 
 

We are members of UUCSA however we were not informed of any meeting 

between members of UUCSA and the minister. 

We are rather astonished and disturbed that we had to learn of such meeting 

via your good self and the media. 

The JU(KZN) had strongly opposed the decision made by the other mem-

bers of UUCSA to proceed with the Bill. 

Insha Allah we will be taking up this matter with UUCSA immediately. 
 

Shukran was Salaam  

 

Who will police the Bill? Example One!Who will police the Bill? Example One!Who will police the Bill? Example One!Who will police the Bill? Example One!    
 

To claim that the Ulama will police the Bill is nothing but wishful thinking. 

We have the precedent of Radio Islam. When Radio Islam commenced with 

the noblest of intentions, they operated within the ambit of the Shariah. 

However, when BCC demanded that they bring women on air, they aban-

doned the Shariah and caved in to the pressure under the pretext of “holy 

overseas Ulama say it is permissible for women to broadcast their voices.” In 

an attempt to comply to the above Fatwa, Radio Islam brought on  elderly 

women with gruff voices. When the community made a mockery of this, 

Radio Islam again surrendered. We now have the lamentable Haraam situa-

tion of young women operating under pet names and daily broadcasting 

news, weather, the gold price etc. in alluring tones with the Ulama’s consent. 

 

Who will police the Bill? Example Two!Who will police the Bill? Example Two!Who will police the Bill? Example Two!Who will police the Bill? Example Two!    
During the cartoon saga, The Sunday Times gave an assurance to the Muslim 

community that its religious sensitivities would be respected. In return for this 

assurance, The Jamiat called of the boycott. Less than a year later, the Sunday 

Times published insults against Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam. 

Words such as “peadophile, pervert etc.” were used by the Sunday Times. 

Sadly, The Jamiat, instead of standing up to The Sunday Times in defence of 

the Honour of Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam, announced publicly on 

Radio Islam: “Lets face it, freedom of expression is here to stay!”  

If UUCSA could abandon the honour of Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wasallam, then what guarantee is there that they would successfully po-

lice the Bill to ensure that it remains in conformity to The Shariah? 

BREAKING NEWS...BREAKING NEWS...!UUCSA FAILS!  

Alhamdulillah, the Government has just informed us that the entire MMA Bill 

is being shelved due to lack of resources etc. Closer to the truth is that a reali-

zation had dawned in the corridors of power that the majority of Muslims were 

vehemently opposed to the Bill and to state interference in their religion. Be 

that as it may, Uucsa’s claim of “The Bill is as good as passed” lies in tatters. 

To the thousands of petitioners and those who fought in defence of Islam: 

Your Reward lies with a Rabb who is Shakoor. (Grateful) 

Insha-Allah, Allah Ta’aala will not disappoint you on the Day of  Jazaa. 

Just as Great as He is, so Great and Magnificent are His Rewards. 

Glad tidings to you all, our army of Allah and His Rasul (Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wasallam). Without uniforms and guns, you prevailed over the army of Shay-

taan who sought to distort the Deen of Muhammed Sallallahu Alayhi Wasal-

lam through the MMA Bill. Indeed Allah and His Rasul are pleased with you!  

THE LADIES “HIGH TEA” PARTY OF THE RICH!  
  
Don’t disobey Allah and His Rasul Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam! 
 

Radio Islam is promoting an afternoon of fund raising and “getting to 

know your sisters” by organizing a “Ladies High Tea” party for ladies. 

As an Ulama body, it is Waajib upon us to inform you of the following: 
 

⇒ If the Shariah has made it Haraam for women to leave their homes 

in order to attend the Masjied where they most certainly will “get to 

know one another better”, then where ever will The Shariah permit 

the women to leave their homes for a “Ladies High Tea” party?  

          Says Allah: “And remain firmly “glued to your homes” (C. 33 v. 33) 
 

⇒ The line-up of “great speakers” consists of ladies who violate the 

Laws of Hijaab by intermingling with men and broadcasting their 

voices to all and sundry. Says Allah: “And do not lower your 

voice” (C. 33 V. 32) 
 

⇒ Radio Islam aspires these ladies who roam around town to be ad-

mired, paraded and feted so that they may serve as role models for 

young Muslim girls. Says a true Muslimahs role model, Hadhrat 

Fatima Radhillahu anha: “The best quality in a Muslim lady is that 

she does not see any man nor does any man see her.     
 

⇒ Tickets @ R100/00. Only the rich are welcome. No R100/ 00, no 

High Chai for you! You are not part of the elite brand of Muslim 

sisterhood!  
 

Did Rasullullah Sallallahu alayhi Wasallam ever resort to fund-raising in 

such a manner? 

Did the Sahaabiyyat ever attend functions where they gorge on cakes, bis-

cuits and tea in order to raise money? 

Where are the Ulama of Radio Islam? Where are the voices of Haqq? 

Will Allah Ta’aala not get angry at this distortion of His Deen?  
 

Sisters, do not become an ATM machine for Radio Islam! 

Sisters, fear Allah and follow Hadhrat Fatima Radiallahu anha! 

Sisters, stay at home and do not display yourself! 
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SUBSCRIBE TO “THE SHARIAH”SUBSCRIBE TO “THE SHARIAH”SUBSCRIBE TO “THE SHARIAH”SUBSCRIBE TO “THE SHARIAH”    
All Correspondences should be addressed to:All Correspondences should be addressed to:All Correspondences should be addressed to:All Correspondences should be addressed to:    

Jamiatul Ulama (Gauteng)Jamiatul Ulama (Gauteng)Jamiatul Ulama (Gauteng)Jamiatul Ulama (Gauteng)    

P. O. Box 264, De Deur, 1884    South AfricaP. O. Box 264, De Deur, 1884    South AfricaP. O. Box 264, De Deur, 1884    South AfricaP. O. Box 264, De Deur, 1884    South Africa    
[Whilst we attempt to respond to all correspondences, we are unable to do so due to the volume of 

correspondences received] 

For those who wish to assist in the publication of The Shariah, 

 our banking details are as follows: 

MADRASAH ASHRAFUL ULOOM:  First National Bank, LENASIA,  

BRANCH CODE: 250 737—ACCOUNT NUMBER: 620 779 35462 

THE SUNDAY TIMES BOYCOTT INDICATOR 

Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam was insulted by 
the Sunday Times!  
We shall not forget!  

Weekly advertising losses: R150 000/  

Weekly sales losses: R50 000/  

Boycott launched: September 2006 

Boycott week 132 
 Total losses incurred: R26.4 Million   

(Twenty six million four hundred thousand Rands) 
 

DO NOT BUY IT! DO NOT SELL IT!  

DO NOT ADVERTISE IN IT! 

THE SHAAN AND THE POWER OF ALLAH! 
 

Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam and the Sahaabah Radiallahu anhu sacrificed much in order to spread the Haq whilst being confronted by immense 

opposition. With the Fadl of Allah, some determined brothers have taken the responsibility to distribute “The Shariah” to shops and outside Masaajid etc. 

Certain people have attempted to bribe and threaten them, to no avail. May Allah Ta’aala accept their efforts.  

In addition to the public being exposed to diverse views and the Haqq, wastage and theft of Deeni literature from the Massajid etc. is avoided. This is the 

Shaan (greatness of Allah) that He makes arrangements for the distribution of the Haqq. 

We call upon all brothers and sisters those who sincerely wish to assist the cause of Truth to forward “The Shariah” to family members and to keep some 

copies in your shops etc. Organize someone to distribute the pamphlets in your town outside the Masjid. Reap Thawaab! Who knows who will obtain Hi-

dayat through your efforts? By Allah, if we can help it, we will leave no home without The Shariah. The great need of the hour is Ta’leem. In the absence of 

Haq, Baatil flourishes.  Do not forget to SMS your number to 083 509 8397 and be included in our data base.  

    SLAUGHTERER’S  FRANK ADMISSION PUTS THE 

FINAL NAIL TO SANHA’S DECAYING COFFIN 

 

“MOULANA, WE CAN’T 

COPE…. 

MOULANA YOU KNOW, HOW 

CAN YOU RECITE WITH THIS 

LINE SPEED? HOW CAN YOU 

RECITE? YOU CANT! EVEN IF 

YOU CAN RECITE, YOU WILL 

GO MAD!” 

Why name the per-Why name the per-Why name the per-Why name the per-
sons? sons? sons? sons?     

Sanha’s continuous spinning 

of issues, and its insistence in 

feeding the innocent Haraam, 

leaves us now with no choice 

but to name those who are 

responsible.   

Imaam Abu Hanifah advised 

Imaam Abu Yusuf Rahmatul-

lahi alayhim: 

“If anyone innovates a 

Bid’ah in The Shariah, 

publicly expose his error to 

prevent others from follow-

ing him  

(Haven of Serenity p. 63) 

SANHA: WE HAVE THE 

EVIDENCE!  

Not only did the Ulama visit 

the plant, they spent an en-

tire afternoon freely inter-

viewing the slaughterers for 

almost four hours. 

Bearing in mind, Sanha’s     

past flip-flops and spins etc,  

complete precautions were 

taken this time by the Ulama 

to meticulously record com-

plete SOLID evidence.  Only 

a few photo’s have been pub-

lished. Other evidence per-

taining to the  slaughterers 

will be made public in due 

course.  ALLAHU-AKBAR! 

Photographs taken on the day of the visit disproving 

Sanha’s false PROPAGANDA on Radio Islam that: 

“THEY (THE ULAMA) WEREN’T EVEN ALLOWED IN 

THE PLANT.”  (May,4th—Radio Islam)) 

Take Note of date and time stamp on pictures...Take Note of date and time stamp on pictures...Take Note of date and time stamp on pictures...Take Note of date and time stamp on pictures...    

A HEARTFELT APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC! 

It is a sad day. It is a sad day indeed when an Organization the mag-

nitude of Sanha, that certifies a huge chunk of what Muslims con-

sume and whom many Muslims blindly trust, needs now to be held 

accountable. The sense of sadness is compounded when  the Bas-

tions of Deen, the Ulama are involved.  

To make it easy for you, the public, to make a decision on who is 

right and who is wrong, we humbly submit that you take into ac-

count the following factors:  

1) Did Sanha lie?  

a) “But according to the slaughterers and according to the Supervi-

sors and that, THEY WEREN’T EVEN ALLOWED IN THE 

PLANT.”  

In this statement, Sanha’s Spokesman totally denies and refutes the 

fact that the Ulama ever entered the plant.  

The photographs taken during the visit confirms Sanha’s spokesmen 

to be a bunch of white liars! Why did Sanha air these false claims on 

Radio Islam? A good question indeed!  

b) Sanha’s Yusuf Ahmed, head of consumer department, states in 

the same interview on Radio Islam on the  4th May. 

“According to the slaughterers, they haven’t spoken to, to anyone 

there, err, err, so that’s a TOTAL LIE — that they spoke to, spoke to 

slaughterers.” 

Here Sanha denies that their slaughterers spoke to any of the es-

teemed Ulama. Yet, on Monday, the 11th May, Sanha’s chief theo-

logian, Moulana Navlakhi  informs the Ummah on Radio Islam, 

“they even met the supervisors, they asked them questions which 

were more than satisfactorily answered...” 

Suddenly it transpires that the Ulama were not only there, but all 

their questions were satisfactorily answered! Who is lying: Yusuf 

Ahmed or Moulana Navlakhi?  

Under such circumstances, can any of Sanha’s statements be trusted 

and accepted? Sanha, in its bid to salvage its tarnished reputation 

and safeguard its image have resorted to LIES!     

2) Is Sanha remorseful?  

Sanha’s entire attitude in their defense smacks of a cover-up. Some 

of Moulana Navlakhi’s claims border on the ridiculous. Says he on 

Radio Islam on 11th May,  

“These brothers came in firstly they came in under the pretext that 

they are traders and they’d like to buy...” and  

 “ how maliciously they operate how deviant they can be in trying to 

mislead the community.”   

With all due respect, Moulana, you are echoing similar gibberish to 

that of your lying counterpart, Yusuf Ahmed. 

  

The truth is that your slaughterers poured out their hearts to the 

Ulama without any prompting. They were crying out for help long 

before we came, but Sanha was deaf to their complaints [Here we 

quote a Slaughterer]: 

“Moulana, we can’t cope. Moulana you know, how can you re-

cite with this line speed? How can you recite? You can’t! Even if 

you can recite, you will go mad!”  
The evidence is before you, O Muslim! Now, who is guilty of lies? 

Whose guilty of lies: The Ulama or Sanha’s?     

FOR DETAILED REPORTS AND REFUTATIONS OF 

ML. NAVHLAKHI’S CALUMNY AND PREPOSTEROUS 

CLAIMS, PLEASE WRITE TO: ifta@thejamiat.co.za. 

 

The difference between a visit and an inspection! 
 

Q: Sanha claims that their records prove that the Plant was visited by their inspector 

every month and that the register will prove it. Please comment.  
 

Our comment: Two of the senior slaughterers at the Plant stated to the Ulama that they 

did not see the Inspector since the beginning of the year. This was not the Ulama’s claim.    

 

An inspector’s work is to walk unexpectedly into a plant, don the overalls, gum boots 

and mask etc. and do the job of ensuring that the chickens are slaughtered in a Halaal 

manner. He is expected to examine that the throats of the chicken are slaughtered cor-

rectly. Visiting the Plant, filling in the register and giving a pep-talk to slaughterers with-

out entering the slaughtering section is NOT called an inspection. 


